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Personally speaking

Some glad, some sad

that change,d hjs convictions witb every wind that
blows. We Baptists must insist on having the freedom of expression that goes with integrity of
character.

~"';},~
IN THIS ISSUE:

One. of my pastor friends in the state wrote
me a noto;riously noncommittal word of greeting
at Christmas. Says he, sezzee: "During the year·
just closing you made some people glad and so~e
sad.''
I
THE EDITOR or preacher whose main conMy reply to this friend was that writing editorials is a lot lfke preaching sermons. If the cern becomes avoiding ruffling anyone's feathers
preacher or the editor ever gets to the point. that is already · out of business, says Editor ELM.
his main concern is not' to ruffle anybody 's feath- Read more about this observation and others on
. ers, he is already out of business, whether he real- preaching and editing in "Personally speaking,"
izes it or not. We have 'a pretty sorry picture in found on this page.
the Bible of those who claimed to be prophets of
FIRST CHURCH, Piggott, takes its ministry
the Lord but who "cried 'peace, peace!' when
to
the
community via cable television. See story
·
there was no peace. ' '
and
pictures
on page 6.
In 13 years of .editing the Arkansas Baptist
Newsmagazine, I have discovered that many of
THE WHOLE FAMILY of J. T. Elliff, Mismy readers fan · into one of three categoriesthose who do not like what I write; those who do sions Department head for the state convention,
not like the way I write it; and those who .like are engaged in the Gospel ·ministry. Read about
neither w:hat I write nor how I :write it. And, of the Elliffs, featured on this~ week's cover, on
page 8.
course, there is a lot of overlapping.
My heart goes out to these folks. I kllow pretASSOCIATIONAL LEADERS meet to plan
ty well how they feel, not just from my mail but
for
the 70s at a confer~nce held last week in Litfrom frequent reading and re-reading of the stuff
tle
Rock.
What they learned is explained on page
·myself. Quite often, after a given issue of our pa11.
•
per has "hit the street" and I am reading the
editorials for the umpteenth time, I climb aboard
'THE SECOND in a serie~:~ of articles by 'r· B.
all three categories myself.
So, be long-suffering with your editor- and Maston is found on page 17. The retired seminary
your pastor'. For we not only have to live with professor explores the race relations policies of
what we write or preach-we have to live 'with Southern Baptist chur.ches.
ourselves r
There is still anot;he;r way that preaching. sermons and writing editorials are much alike. Nobody is ever smart enough or clever enough to get
either job done acceptably. And if all a preacher
~Hl&·
Volume 69 No. 4
o:c an editor has to draw on is his . own gumption,
January 22, 1970
h~,is licked before he starts. Por either job, withEditor, ERWIN L . .McDONALD, Litt. D .
out real and constant help from the Lord, is imAssociate Editor, MRS. E . F. STOKES
possible. Even with the Lord's help, some of us
Managing
Editor, MRS. WILLIAM L . KENNEDY
fall far short of sinless perfection!
Secretary to Editor, MRS. HARRY GIBERSON
Some things you ought to be able to. expect of
Mail Clerk, .MRS. WELDON
TAYLOR
your editor and/or your preacher. You O}lght to
'
be able to expect of them that' they feel they have
526 West Capitol Avenue, Little Rock, Arkansas 72201'. P'ub!lohed
weekly except on July 4 and December 2'5. Second-class postase
been·born again and tliat they are earnestly trying
paid_ at Little Rock, Arkansaa.
to , know and follow the Lord's leadership. You
Inclivillual subscription, $2.76 per year. Church bud~ret, 16 cents per
month or $1.92 per year p er church family. Club plan (10 or more
011ght to be able to give them credit for being
paid annually In advance ), $2.26 per year. Subscr iptions to fore!Jrn
address,
$4.75 per year. AdvertisinJr rates on request .
properly motivated at least most 'bf the time. But,
OpiJ!ions
expressed in editorials and signed ar ticles are those of the
of, course, you ought not to expeQt them to see evwriter. ·!'4ember of Southern Baptist Press Association, Associated
Church
Press,Evangelical• P.ress Aasociatioll.
erything· just the way you see it.
Abbreviations
used
in crediting news items: BP Baptis~ Press : CB
And surely you would not want a man either
Church Bulletin; DP Daily Press; EP EvanJrellcal Press ; LC Local
Correspondent
;
AB
Associational Bulletin; E&PS European Baptist
for editor or preach~r who would be a: chameleon
Preas Service.

.,

. .
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Souther·n Baptists shaping the '70's·
.

I

But all is not lost. There is a bright spot of
We Southern Baptists, along wi,.th everybody
e.1se, have been concerned over the much-talkeQ.- .hope for us. There is now a concentrated effort
a1:lou:t generation, gap between young peop~e . nnd in our denomination to lift our vision from ourolder people. Now, on the threshold of a new de- . selves and our hopelessness to God. This movecade, W3 are beginning to deal with the genera- ment is called "Shaping the '70s." It brings fresh
emphasis to something the Apostle l?aul emphation gap on a much bro~der basi~.
sized a long time ago: that we Christi;:m s are n6t
(.See related article ·elsewhere in this issue.)
We are gaining n new vi$ion of the word '' gen- to be shaped by the world about us, but that, with
er.ation.'' We are thinking of all of us-young, old, God's help, we are to shape the world (Rom.
and in-betwe·en~as one generat-ion·. And we are 12 :1-2).
The programing that is taking shape, the planconcerning our.selves. with a gap so much greater
than any that exists' between different segments ning sessions that are being held, and the literaof our .society as to make the 1~nes tha.t divide us l.nre that is . being produced are all tremendous,
seem insignificl:).nt :by comparisoi).. For we are fo- But these are only means to t:l_le greater end of
cusing on the gulf . that · separates us-.all of us---: calling us all to a close.r walk with God. All of
which reminds us that as we enter tlle most chalfrom God and his tremendous purpose for us.
We are beginning- tO'. see ourselves for what we lenging decade in history, God is walking with us
really are, and we do not like what we see. We to show us the way and to help us walk in it.
are · seeing ourselves !or ·what we claim to be as
"Do not act like the sinful people of the world . .
over against what God wants :us, with his h.elp, to Let God change your life. First of all, let Him
become.' .As we tremble on the brink 'of this vast give yon a new mind. Then you will know what
.precipice,. we are..·being ov~rwhelmed by our sense God w~nts you(. to . ~o. And the things you do will
·o.f ,helplessness. We are beginning to realize as nev- be, g·ood and p1leas1Jlg and perfect" (Rom. 12 :2;,
er before that there is nothing we can do to bridge The Children's New Testament, ·word Books,
1969).
'
the gap. .
·

~uest editorial!

The habit"
Believers in the rationality-or at least the
common sense~of man will take satisfaction and
encouragement in the news that mqre ·and more
Americans are kicking the cigarette habit. The
people who· are quitting· are even outnumbering
the teen agers who start smoking· in droves every
year. Total cigarette consumption is down for the
·s·econd straight year.
The trend indicates that when people are advised year after year that cigarettes ate a causative factor in lung cancer, heart disease and emphysema, well , finally the message gets. across.
People can still get exercised about matters of survival.
There is also the factor of example and suggestion. When one person is hooked on cigarettes
and quit~, his example reminds h-is family, friends
and acquaintances that it can be done. We know
of o~e editorial office where everyone has quit
smoking e~cept the secretary and cart~:>anist. Editorial writers are, of course, widely known for
their rugged character but the power of example
has been nonetheless formidable in the instant
case.
We expect the trend to accelerate, as smoking
JANUARY 22. 1Q7t1

becomes· less of a ·social requirement in adolescent
:peer groups, and as the medical evidence piles
higher and higher all the while. For a time there
will be many of · us main_taining a rather lower
tolerai;J.ce lever for human frailties, but even the
·an:x:iety of withdrawal has its compensations in
heightened senses of taste and.smell and an ability
to get work done . faster.
.
~ We are not at all :sure, howeveT, ·al>out. the
forthcoming, prohibition of cigarette advertising
on televis!o;u:-a t least not if the deal is to be the
elimination of both the comme.rcials and the anticigarette adve-r tisements that are required in answer. The ~nH-cigarette spots are w~ll done and,
for .smokers., .. positive1y scary. For entertainment
we especially liked the one with a confrontation
in a Western b&.r bt?tween a hero-type and three
vicious gunmen, all with cigarettes hanging out ~f
their mouths. (All three of the gunmen have
coughing spells and collapse before they can make
a draw.) .
We would . rather continue the cigarette ads
and .require on,e of the antidote spots for, ~ay, ev~
ery three commercials.-Arkansas Gazette, Jan.

11, 1970.
----~-~---~-"P""""
age Three

About people-W allaee H. Carrier, formerly pastor
of Harrodsburg (Ky.) Church, has been
named editor of- adult materials 'in the
Southern
Baptist
Sunday
School
Board's Sunday School department. A
native of Tennessee, Carrier i9 a graduate of Carson-Newnt•a n College, Jefferson City, Tenn., and Southern Seminary, Louisville. He has also served
ali! pastor of First Chur.ches of Rockwood, Tenn., and Hartsville, Tenn.

1 must say it!

Denominational ·primacy
BY DR. CHARLES H. AsHCRAFT

Executive Secretary
Arkansas Baptist State Convention
. (First in a series)

.. . .

Dan Padgett, formerly minister of
education
for
Hendricks - Av~nue
Church, Jacksonville, Ji'l~h has J:>een
named consultant in .the pre-school and
children's section of the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board's Sunday
. School department. A native of Flori- .
da, Padget:t is a graduate of Florida
State University, Tallahassee, and
Southwestern S.e minary, Ft. Worth. He
served the Florida Baptist Convention,
Jacksonville, as ·associate in its Training Union department, 1965-67, and
was pastor of Thomasville Road
Church, Tallahassee, 1958-65.

The matter of denominational primacy rests to a large degree with our
seminaries. Our denomination is blessed
with six great seminaries to prepare
leaders for kingdom service.

These six seminaries ·represent an investment of ·-approximatel1 $3'5,000,000,
·employing approximately 250 faculty
members, with 5,836 students and an
operating budget of approximately $7,291,890. They are manned by six
strong, able leaders who enjoy warm
fellowship and excellent communication. All these men are highly qualified to operate these schools and have
the advantage of ' trustees from the
broad cloth of our Southern Baptist
constitaency to give direction and surDallas M. Lee, associate editor of veillance.
Home Missions Mag-azine and news di- -~ An old man of another persuasion
recwr for the Southern Baptist Home prophecied that the seminaries of the
Mission Board, has t-aken a five. month leading deflominations would one day
leave of absence without pay to re- destroy their sponsoring denominasearch and write a book on the story tions. He made this statement prediof the Koinonia Farms 'in Americus, cated on an unhappy experience of othGa., and its founder, the late Clarence er gays. Indeed, seminaries possess the
Jordan.
greatest potential to destroy us but
Jordan was · the controversial Baptist likewise represent our highest hopes
preacher and Greek New Testament for maximum· achievement, unity and a
scholar who founded the in:terracial place in the sun. I disagree with my
dommunity patterned after Jordan's aged prophet friend and predict our
doncepts. of . Christian fellowship ~nd seminariek will .h ave just the opposite
role. I believe these seminaries will
~ervicc. He died in October.
come to their finest hour in our time
Lee has been a close friend of Jor- because ' our 34,295 churches and . 11 ~
1
dan's and was chairman of the board 332,229 brethren have never been more
tor Koinonia Partners, a new organi- interested and involved than now in
zation I founded by Jordan sho:rit'ly be- ' these fine theological institutions.
fore his death. The book will be pub·
Truth is truth whether it is found
Ushed by Koinonia Partners and marin a history book, medical journal, .a
~eted as one of its products. While
writing the book, Le~ will live in the laboratory, outer space, a King James
small house at Koinonia Farms once Bible. visions, dreams or the pastor's
sermon.
occupied by Jordan.

. .

.

.

truth to allow God's . bright investment
to fade. I believe these tall men of the
academic fraternity will he·lp in the
definition of certain terms which will
_prove us to .be closer in our beliefs than
we had imagined.
The able professors are committed by
oath to various accepted. statements o~
faith and abstracts of principle to the
Biblical Revelation, They are capal;>le 'of
interpreting the Word, teaching the· historic tru-th, searching for further light,
motivating the young prophets and assuring the brethren. When the Bible is ·
the common denominator of our total
lives, there is no basis for disuni-ty.
The new Broadman Commentaries
are now coming off the press. We cannot afford the - ink, newsprint, and
heart-rending agony of other days without checking the definitions, respecting
the context, doing a firm exegesis of
the original language and the principle
of "saying what we mean and meaning
what we say." We 'must respectfully request all who deal with the treasure
of inspired scripture to join in this concept.
Helpful accessories in this time
might include a good dictionary, a good
version of the scriptures, an alert mind,
close friendship with the Holy Spirit
and a good attitude. It would be unfortunate if we hanged the man whose
eyes were stronger than ours as well
as endow the man who had no ·e yes at
all.
·
The final test of theological education. and the highe~t validation of any
church-related seminary manifests it· .
self in -the capability, desirability, and
suitability of its product to fill th~
pulpits, man the mission enterprises,
and fjerve with distinction within the
structure and framework of the corporate brethr~n ·who sponsor it. This is
one man's opinion but I must say i.t!

Truth can never divide us and there
Miss Mary Kathryn Jasper, admis- are far too many of us committed to
sions counselor for Houston ;Baptist
College in Texas, has been named the and director of activities and admisDuring the nearly five years Bisagno
new executive secretary of the Wom- sions, Memorial Baptist Hospital School has pastored the Del City church, the
an's Missionary Union of .Kentucky, ot Nursing, Hous:ton,l
church has grown from about 1,600
effective in SepteJtlber, 1970. Miss Jasmembers to more than 4,000 members
She is a ~raduate of .Eastern College, and is building what is reported to be
per will assume :the po~ upon the retirement of Mrs. George R. Ferguson and the' Woman's Missionary Union lbhe largest church auditorium in the
Training School (now merged with
in October.
•Southern Baptist Convention.
Southern Setninary), Louisville.
I
· A native of Somerset, Ky., Miss JasJohn R. · Bisagno, pastor of First
per previously was Baptist Student UnGene A. Triggs, Yazoo City, Miss.,
ion director at Eastern College, Rich- Southern Church, of Del City, Okla., president of. the New Orleans Seminary
mo:nd, Ky., and at Missi&sippi State which has led the Southern Baptist Foundation, has announced allocation
College for Women, Columbus, Miss.; Conv(lntion in the number of baptisms of $6,000 from its inyestment earnyouth director for First Church, for the past two years, has resigned ing to supplement faculty s!llaries at
Owensboro, Ky.;, city-wide Baptist Stu- to accept the pastorate of First Church, the Semina;ry for the 1969-1970 school
year.
dent Union director in Jackson, Miss.; Houston.
I
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Arkansas all over.
Baptist beliefs

A united family
BY HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
Pastor, First Baptist €hurch, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
past president, Southern Baptist Convention
M'RS. N-EWKIRK

"These all continued with one accorll in prayer and supplication, with the
women, and Mary, the mother of Jesus, and with his brethren" (Acts 1 :14).

Couple celebrates
59th anniversary

Ten days separated Jesus' ascension and the day of Pentecost. During th~t
time the eleven ap,.ostles, certain women, and others were in "an · upper room"
(v. 13, probably the home of Mark's mother, see Mk. 14:15, Acts 1'2:12), giving
themselves to prayer,

Being married 50 years is not exactly a common accomplishment, so it
should be of some note when a couple ·
can celebrate · anniversaries b~yond
that. In the case of Mr. and Mrs. ForSpecific~lly mentioned are Mary, Jesus' mo~her, and his· "brethren." Note rest Newkirk of Jessieville it's 59 years
that Mary is not given a position ljlbove others. She js not seen as the mediatrix · of married life .Qf which they can boast.
but as one among others in prayer, She is -no,t mentianed again .in Acts.
The · Newkirks marked their anniverOf especial interest is "his brethren." Mark 6:3 names them as James, Joses sary Jan. 8.
(Joseph), Juda, (Judas, Jude), and Simon.
The couple, natives of Garland CounStagg (The Book of Acts) mentions certain theories as to their relationship ty and charter members of the Jessieto Jesus.
ville Church, are thE.> parents of six
Epiphanius (Fourth Century) said that they were Joseph's children by a sons and a daughter. All of the children were born in the 91-year-old house
former marriage, though there is no evidence of such.
where the. Newkirks still -live.
/
Jerome (Fourth Century) argued that' they were Jesus' cousins.
Their sons are all Baptists-three
·Helvidius, Jerome's contemporary, accepted "brothers" in a literal sense.
are deacons-and their daughter, Es.
.
,
ther, is the wife of a . Missionary BapThe positiOns of Ep1phamus and Jerome are .followed by those who hold to , tist miniSiter. Jeff and John are deathe !perpetual virgi,nity of Mary. But the New Testament does not teach such a cons at Central Churl\h, Hot Springs,
view. Luke's "firstborn" (2 :7) calls for other children born to Mary.
and Billy is a deacon in the First
Of gre~ter interest is the fat:t that Jesui brothers (half-brothers) were Church, .Monroe, La. Sons Howard, W~rdt
present at this time. They once had not believed in Jesus as the Christ (J:t:~.7;5). and Witt are members of Baptist
Probably this had created a strained relation between .them and Mary. But Jesus' churches.
appearance to James .after his resurrection (I Cor. 15:7) had convinced them.

..

So here in the upper room we see the mother and her sons "with one accord," bound together in their mutual faith in Jesus as the Saviour. It is a
blessed thing when this relationship exists within any family circle.

New superintendent
for
Independence
,
.

serving this year as president of the
Arkansas Baptist Missionaries Fe~Iow:
ship.

S. D. Hacker has assu~ed his duties
as superintendent of missions for In- Seminary professor
dependence Association. He succeeds J.
. Everett Sneed, who to lecture at OU
resigned in SeptemWayne Ward, professor of Chri&-tian
ber to become spe- theology at SoUthern Seminary, Louis. cial ministries di- ville, and a graduate of Ouachita Unirector for the state versity . and Southern .. Seminary, will
c on v en t .i o n. Mr. present a -series of talks on "Faith for
1
Hacker has served the Space Age," March .9-11, at Ouachas superintend~nt of ita University.
missions for White
Pastors are invited to attend the lecR i. v e r Association
for the past six tures and wiJl. be ~urnish~d rooms for
years. He has pas- $1 per night. Meals may be bought in
tored churches at ·the OBU cafeteria,
MR. HACKER
Lonsdale, Anderson,
The talks are part of the Ralph
Alpena, and. Flippin. Mr. Hacker is a
nati·ve of Cisco and a graduate of Ber- Smith Lectures in Religion established
ryville High School. He attended by Wallace Jahnson, head Clf the Holiday Inn chain. The programs are
Ouachita University.
named for Ralph Smith, pastor of Hyde
The new missions superintendent is Park Church, Austin, Tex.

JANUARY 22, 1970

MRS. MILES '

MR. MILES

New Christians
celebrate anniversary
On Dec. 28, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Miles,
Rt. 3, Marianna, celebrated their golden wedding anniversary. To the
Mileses, it was an extra special occasion. This was the first -anniversary
they had spent in church together, being
the first anniversary they had celebrat~
ed as Christians.
·
Mr. Miles is 74 and Mrs. Miles is 65.
They were both saved durjng a fall revival at Petty's Chapel Church, Marianna, Arkansas Valley Association.
Ivan :fletcher is ·their . pastor.
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PiggoH First reaches
people through TV

AT LEFT: Pastor Threet helps Bill Mayo prepare
the sound for the broadcast.
RIGHT: Norman Cox serves as engineer.

\
A fortuitous arrangem1nt with Video Qlpportunity Agency, is frequently faa- .tiona} program one morning. Mr.
Threet announced that he would like
Cable ;Co., Channel ~. P1g5ott, is help- tured on television. ·
to know whether or not anyone was
ing First Church, Piggott, to have an
.
,
·unus~al ministry in the greater Piggott -, . <Incidentally, the church plans to be- tuned in. He requested that all who
area.
'
gm a day-care program next Septem- were listening, and who could, teleber.)
phone him at the church immediately
There are 900 televisions hooked to
Pastor Threet has had s·ome very in- after the program. In 30 mi~utes he '
the local cable, and Pastor Kenneth
teresting
responses to his television 'received 70 calls .
.
Threet is finding that a high percentministry.
age of the local viewers forego nationThe Piggott church got lnto tts new
al network programs to tune in on the
One .Sunday night, a man listening ministry last August at the unbelfevaFirst Church programs.
to the pastor preach, on television, was bly low cost of $3.000 expended for
In addition to the regular Sunday converted and hurried over to the camera equipment. There is no charge
morning and evening services of the church, eight blocks away, in time to for f.ts time' on the air, its programs
church, the station· carries a Hi-minute make public his profession of faith in being broadcast as public · service feadaily devotion by Pastor Threet, begin- Christ, as the inv-i tation was being giv- tures.
ning each week day at , 9:15 a.m., and en at the close of the service.
Members of the church give their
the Southern Baptist Convention's
At the beginning of his daily de~g- time free_ in the broadcast operations.
"The :A.nStWer" series is on each ·Wednesd~y night from 7:30 to 8 o'clock.

Mrs. Denver Romine, a member of
the, church, has a SO-minute show on
each ;S aturd•a y beginning at 5 p.m.,
which is called "Tell It Like It Is,"
featuring character-building stories related with the use of properties and
special sound effects.
ReviiVal serv.fces and Stpecial events
are also carried.
·
A program of color slides which the
editor of the Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine presented at the church on a
recent Sunday, dealing with missions in
Africa-and
borrowed,
incidentally,
from Pastor W. 0. Vaught of Immanuel Church, Little Rock-was televised.
Pastor Threet had reports that the
slides projected well, though in black
and :white.
The church's kindergarten, which was
started last September and which
serves the whole community through
cooperating with the local Economic
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Bill Mayo, chainnan of deacons, who
has a place Olf .business he calls '"Mayo's
TV Clinic," serves J!S chairman of the
TV committee and can do anything
that .needs to be done. Norman Cox
' serves as engin_!!er and J. D. CamRbell,
treasurer and bookkeeper of the church
and a member of the E-xecutive Board
of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention, serves as cameraman.

Beacon lights of Baptist history

•
Understanding our t1mes
'BY BERNES K. SELPH, TH,D.
PAS~R, FIRST CHURCH, BENTON

'

The word "new" seems to be a much overworked tenn of our time. We
hear of the "new" era, "new" theology, "new" morality, "new" this and that.
That there are many areas where "new" can be aptly used none would deny.
. B)lt "new" used with reference to theology and morality may be a misapplication
The Threets touch ·the community at of the term. J\bout the only thing "new" in these areas is the zeal and scope
• many · different points.
with which followers imbibe old teachings or practice new sins.
· Mrs. Threet, the former Miss Ruth
Much of the new theolog·y and now morality is. the resultant effects of
Taylor, of Monette, is a niece of the agnosticism and infidelity spawned of Deism . which swept across· Europe and
late J. S. Rogers, former executive. sec- England in the late 1700/s. Its roots go back much farther in history. These
retary of the Ark nsas Baptist State teachings found expression in Unitarianism and Transcendentalism in America.
. Convention. In add1tion to her church Ralph Waldo Emerson was a· leading proponent of the latter. S.imply stated, such
activi·bies, she teaches school.
views looked upon God as being 1far bey<md· this world, and too detached to care
The two older Threet children-Bill for it, if he existed. The Bible and religion, as taught by it, was superceded by
/and John-are regulars on th!l Piggott enlightened minds of this age. Man could. now handle his affairs. A new, higher,
High School football team, Bill at left better suited religion needed to be and would be established by enlightened m!"n.
tackle and John a.t halfback.
The results of this great experiment leads one to take a seeond look. EmerThe two daughters, Kenne Lynne, 10, son's brilliant oratory captured the minds of many. He greatly influenced readers
and Lisa, ~ are busy in their age through his essays and books for the 50 years of busy life, and beyond. But the
compelling force and progress of enlightened man proved disappointin~.
groups at sc~ool and in .the _church.
Papa Threet has just abou~ maneuHe said in the "North American Review," May, 1878, "I confess our later
vered himself into a full-time position. generation ~ppears ungirt, frivolous, compared with the religions of the last or
Aside from being pastor, he is in his - .Calvinistic age~ There was in · the last century a serious, habitual reference to
third year ·a s second v.ice president of the spiritual world, running through diaries, letters; and conversations • • • yes,
the Arkansas Baptist State Conven- and into wills and legal instruments also, • , • compared with which our liberation; is president of the board of trus- tion looks a little foppish and dapper. The rel-igion of 70 · years ago was as an
tees of Southern Baptist College;. and, iron belt to the mind, giving it concentration and force. A rude 0people were kept
among other things, for seven years respectable by the determination of thought upon the eternal world.
now has .been chaplain of .t he Piggott
Now men fall abtoad, want polarity) suffer in character and intellectt A
Hospital and of the local unit of the
sleep creeps over the great functions of men; enthusiasm goes out. In its stead a
National Guard.
·
low prudence seeks to hold society stancp; but its arms are too short: cordage
But with all of their many and var- and machinery never supply the place of life. The more intellectual reject every
1
ied activities, the Threets-I can testi- yoke of authority with a petulance unprecedented. It is a sort of mark of probity
fy from p~rsonal experience---are a de- and sincerity to declare how little you believe, while the mass of the community
lightful al)d hospitable sextet. Let me indolently follow the old forms with childish scmpulousness; and we have punctuinvite you to drop in on them .t he next , ality for faith, and good taste for character."*
time you are out that way!-ELM
Bill Gookin serves as operator and
Dwaine Moss is another cameraman. ·

•William Hague, Life Notes or Fifty Years Outlook
pp 195-6

Harold Elmore
honored by church
Harold Elmore observed his lOth an. niversary as pastor of FirBt Church,
Mountain Home, on Jan. 18. Pastor El~.......,...,.. more is a graduate
of Ouachita ·university _ arid New Orleans Seminary. Before beginning his
ministry . in Mountain Home, he was
pastor . of
Rison
Church. He has held
other pastorates at
Nail's · Memoria •
Church, LitUe Rock;
Gould Church; and
MR. ELMORlll
p 0 r t 1 a n d Church,
A PIGGOTT Church junior made During his ministry at Mountain Home
First, the resident membership has
this sign for use when . sound grown from 427 to 495, the Jargest in
the church's 100-year history. There
fluctuates. ,
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(Bo~ton,'
I

Lee

and Shepard Publishers, 1888)

have been 232 baptisms and 557 other
additions to the church.
The value of church property has
grown from $150,000 to $263,000, and
total receipts f!om $31,916 to $69,288,
Mission gifts have increase~ from
$5,638 t o $18,638, and local 'missions
sponsored- have increased from one to
three. Cooperative Program gifts have
increased from $3,000 to $5,523.
Also unde~ the leadership of Mr. Elmore the church construc·ted two mission buildings, a mission parsonage,
and a new church parsonage--all debt
free. He led in the organizing of Midway Mission into a church with resident members~ip. of 86 and property
valued at $20,000, in 19·67.
Mr. Elmore was given• special recognition by the church at a rec~ption in
his honor following the evening worship service Jan. 18.
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TJIE ELLIFFS-Papa J •. T.,· Son
Bill; Son Tom; Mama . Jewell;
Daughter Sandra Lee; Son Jim,·
and Grandpa A: P,-Photo by
-ELM
will be serving as associate, served as
counail moderator and presented a Bible on behalf of the Rosedale Church.
Jesse Reed, secretary of evangelism
for the Arkansas Baptist State Convention; ga¥e the charge to the candidate.
All of which led Herbert Hodges,
pastor of South Highland Church, Little Rock, preacher of the ordination
sermon to declare facetiously that "this
is the most-rigged council I h'ave ever
seen."
If Jim and Bill follow the precedents
set by their brother, their dad, and
their Grand·p a Elliff before them, they
will take as their wives Ouachita coeds.

Already there is a new Elliff crop
coming along, with their Baptist work
pretty well cut .Qut tfor them: Scotty,
3%, and Stephen, '1%, son~ of the Bailey Smiths; and ·B eth, 1%, daughter of
the Tom Elliffs.~ELM

Thank thee, Lord

All six of J. ·T. Elliff family
engag.ed in Gospel Ministry
With the ordination of Bill Elliff to
the ministry, during the ChriSJtmas holidays, all four of the children of the
J. T. Elliffs have now followed in , the
footsteps of their parents and are now
in the _ministry. (J. T., an ordained
minister since he was 18, has been head
of the Missions division of the Arkansas Baptist State ·oom•ention for· many
years.)
Bill, who at 18 is a senior at Hall
School, Little Rock, and has been
preaching fo~ two years, was · ordained
Dec. 23 at Rosedale Cl~urch, Little
Rock, where he is associate pastor and
youth director.

1Hi~h

Bill's older brother, Tom, now in his
third year as a student at Southwestern Seminary, Ft. Worth, is pastor of
Vickery •Church, six blocks from the
North Park Shopping Genter in Dallas.
His ' other brother, Jim, is a senior
this year at Ouachita University and
plans to enroll nex-t year at Southwestern Seminary.
·
'
His sister, Sandra Lee, is now Mrs.
Bailey Smith. Her husband is pastor of
First Church, Hobbs, N. M.
All of the J. T. Elliff family, including husbands imd wives of those now
married, are, as J. T.'s parents, Rev.
· and Mrs. · A. P. Elliff, Fordyce, graduates of O'U-a chita University. And BiU
is h_eaded for Ouachjta next fall.
Pag~
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For sunshine bright that warms
the earth,
And cheers this heart of mine;
For gentle Zephyrs that fan . my
face,
For the. peaceful sighing of the·
pineI thank Thee, ·Lord.

Mrs. J. T. Elliff, the former Jewell
Carter of Warren, has , a nephew, a
brother-in-law, and two uncles in the
Baptist" ministry. She has five brothers
who are Baptist deacons .and two nieces
married Baptist ministers.
Mrs. Elliff's father, Judge T. A. Carter, who died las-t year at the age of
98, had been a Baptist deacon for 70
years.

1

The Elliff clan believe in and practic.e tithing, giving a minimum o"f a
tenth of their incomes to their respe~
-tive churches. And they feel that the 1
Cooperative Program, the plan through
which Baptist gifts are distrib_u ted to
all the Baptist mission causes around
the world, is the best "plan ever devised
for mission support.
All of the immediate J. T. Elliff family, along with Grandfather AI P. Elliff, now 82, were present for Bill's ordination service, and several had special assignments in the service.
Papa J. T. questioned the candidate,
and "spared no punches." One of the
questions was: "Do you believe in tith- .
ing ?" The next one was '~Do you
tithe?"
Brother Jim served as clerk of 'tHe
ordination council. Grandpa A. P.
prayed the ordination prayer. '
Pastor L. E. (Red) Baker, whom Bill

For''warbling -birds that croon the
world to sleep,
·
For bees that ht1m; and roads
that wind;
For flee<1y clouds th~t pile in
drifts,
~ For friends to love, for voices
kind. I thank Thee, Lord. ,
For hills that pierce the azure
blue,
For fragrant astor beds to see;
For running brooks and meadows
green,
For children'~ - prattling gleeI thank J'hee, Lord.
For Heaven's starry canopy,
For everything that Thou dost
. give;
For hope and faith, and joys that
come,
For just the privilege to liveI thank Thee, Lord, ,
-Daily Newberry Crowe

"Bapti~;~ts Who Know,

.,.,

Care"

Chtireh members will · ·,;upjlOrt
Baptist ·work in Arkansas and
around the world if they are in·
formed of the need!; ,by ~ad,ing'
the ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWSMAGAZINE.
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Deaths---- Baring Cross calls

Gearings horiored
by Mississippi Ass'n

Edward Galloway

minister of music

Edward Davis Galloway, former
Larry Masters i's the new minister of
Southern ·B aptist missionary to China music at Baring .Cross Church,, North
and Thailand, died Jan. · 11 following 'Little Rock. Mr. Masters came to the
heart failure in an Oak Ri~ge, Tenn., church from a position with First
hospiltal. Galloway, who was 51, had en· Church, Hughes Springs, Tex.
tered the hospi~al for observation.
He is a native of Norman, Okla., and
He had been pastor of First Church, holds a Bachelor of Music degree from
Oak Ridge, since 1~57.
Oklahoma Baptist University. Mr.
I
Following missionary appointment in Masters received the Master of Church
1945, Galloway and his wife were evan- Music degree from ' Southwestern Semgelistic work(!rs in Kwangs-i Province inary in December.
in China for about five years. When
Mr. Masters was a mem~r of the
missionaries were forced to leave Chi- Bison Glee Club at OBU, and is a memna because. of :the Communist take-over, ber of the newly formed Century Men,
the Galloways· were transferred to· composed of Southern Baptist ministers
Bangkok, Thailand. They returned to
the United .States in 1951 and resigned of music.
the following year.
Mr. Mas-ters and his wife, Barbara,
and daughter, Lori, arrived in· Little
He is survived by his widow, Betty Rock .early this month.
Ellis Galloway, and •two children, Mark
\
Ellis, a sehior at Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, N. C., ~nil Elizabeth Ann, a senior at Florida State Says church key
UniversiiJ;y, Tallahassee,

to solving problems

Mr. and Mrs. Gear-ing
f

'Dehonkify' history
--says black leader

(Editor's Note: This story was sched·
outed for publication tast fall, but in·
advertantly was miss filed on the desk
of the managing editor. It was found
only after a thorough search for it last
week. We extend our regrets to Missionary John D. Gearing and the Mjs·
sissippi Countu Association and ask
their pardon.- ELM)
Superintendent of Missions and Mrs.
John D. Gearing of the Mississippi
County Association 1were given special
recognition by the association at it~ anny.al meeting on the occasion of Mr.
Gearing's 16 years of service in his
present position.

WASHINGTON, D. C.-Black evangelist William E. Pannell declared • at
a gathering of evangelica1 historians
here, "We have got to dehonkify history."
His topic was "The Evangelical and
Black History," at the sessibn of the
Conference on Faith and History, during the annual American F):istorical Association convention.

BOSTQN-"Only the church can do
anything significant to relieve our underlying problems," ' the new executive
director of the Evangelistic Associa-t ion.
of New England declared here.
Spe~ing was Don~ld H. Gill,, executive head of the 82-year-old association,
in ~n address to several hundred cl~rgy
and lay leaders from all parts of New
England during the lOth annual New
Engl~nd Congress of Evangelism, Jan.

6.

Among immediate problems cited by
The younger generation of blacks Mr. Gill. were the increasing use of
have a distinct c~mception of the valge drugs and alcohol as escape from the
of history, Pannell said, "They feel that sordid .realities of our time, the increas.
in its s:tudy they will find the key to ing crime rate, sexual immorality, ratheir own desperate search for mean· cia1 injustice, class hatred·, and the gening, manhood and ;dentity in America." eral feeling .of "lostness" by millions.
(_EP)
(EP)

On behalf of the. association, Moderator E. A. Boyer presented the Gear•
ings with a check representing cash
gifts from a pumber of the churches of
th~ association.
Following the associatio~al meeting,
Mr. Gearing reported in the association
bulletin, the coupl~j received other gifts,
including a pitcher that had belonged
to one of the oldest members of one of. .
the churches of the association.
The ~ssociation ~ecently paid off, six
years ahead of schedule, the indebtedness on its property, now valued at
more than $50,000. Now the association
is in the }lrocesli of establishing a camp
and recreational facility for a yearround recreational and camp program.
A special fund ·has been set up for this
purpose. ,
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State associational leaders
attend .S haping the '70's Meet
A total of s.!O representatives. from local Bantist associa2. Evaluate their message and mission and relate these
'tions all over the state were here Monday and Tuesday of . to the anticipated circumstances of life;
last week for the Arkansas Shaping the 70's Conference at
~'. Renew their spirit, struct ure, and operation to face
Immanuel Church.
the challenge of the decade ahead.
Lawson Hatfiel4, Sunday School secretary of the ArkanAssociational Shaping the 70's clinics will be held for
sas Baptist State Convention, who served as director of the
conference, said that this represented 80 percent of associa- church council members to;
tion committee members and all of the associations in the
·l lelp the members to have an understanding of adjuststate except ·one.
ments required in the church program beginning Oct. 1, 1970;
Program personnel from the Sunday SchQol Board in
Enable them to be able to identify and USie the resources
Nashville; from the 'Brotherhood Commission, Memphis;. from
the WMU in Birmingham; from the Home Mission Board, available to churches for use in the 70's;,
Atlanta; and from Baptist Building, Little Rock, swelled the
Prepare them to lead their churches in a preparation peattendance to more than 350.
·
riod including the four phases listed above~

.

Purpose of the·l association Shaping the 70's committees
Extensive plans and materials are already 'available for
will be to help local churches in their preparation for il}- associations and local churches.
augut:ating the Shaping the 70's program. Suggested schedule!! for the various phases of the preparation period are:
<For related editorial, see page S.)
• Phase 1, Getting the Challenge!, October 1969 through
flpper left, Philip Harris, of thB Training Union
Feb:uary 1nO;. Phase II, Unde;~tanding the T~skl, January- . department ·of the Baptist Sunday Schoo~ Board,
April, 1970; Phase III, Orgamzmg for Work., March-June, N h 'll
.
.
.
. . ~
,
1970;., and Phase IV, Training for Action, May-September,
as Vt e, begtri.{J a sesswn wtth Assoctatwna 70s
1970.
'
.
Opportunity repre,sentative$, with an assist from
The preparation period is designed to help churches:
Missionary Carl Overton of. Ashky County Associa1. Get a comprehensive preview of fife anticipated in the
70's;
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tion.
Right, Director Hatfield has some last-minute
announcements for the conferenc.e registrants at
lunch in the d{ning room of Immanue~ Church, lower picturep, left and right - ABN Photos

· Your state co.nvention at

work----:....--~--

What to talk about
d·uring the seventies
Amen, chief!
Your recent column "Talking about
the right things" makes a lot of sense.
Sunday Sq_hool leaders need to talk
about positive things, right things Biblical things.
'

Baptist Men's day
The state-wide Baptist' Men's
meeting is scheduled for March 67, and will be held at Calvary
Church in Little Rock. This meet.
ing for Baptisrt; Men will be solely
for mission information, inspiration, and fellowship.
The general theme for the meeting will be "Baptist Men, and Mis-·
sions in the Seventies". Speakers
for the meeting wili be discussing
such topics as "·Men and the stewardship of time," "The stewardship of abilities," and "The stewardship of money." There will be
messages on :Sapt[st Men and personal ,witnessing, Baptist Men and
·Christian education, and Baptist
Men and missio.n aetion projects.
The program will also feature
-good singing and' s.pecial music.
Each of the featured speakers for
the program will be presented. in
later articles. Every Baptist man .
and young man. will profit and be
blessed by attel)ding the meeting.
If the .Lord's work in missions and
witnessing to reach the lost is
done, it will take the best of our
manpower educated to the cause
and need's of our times. Men who
know care and will respond to the
challenge of the seventies. Attend
yourself and invite sqme others to
attend with you.

1

Time is growing short for planning observance of Baptist Men's
Day on Sunday, Jan. 25. If your
church hasn't made. plans to observe this special day, maybe another day can be selected. Don't '
let the opportunity to give special recognition to the men of the
church go by comp~etely. It is better to do it at a later 'date than
not to do it at all. Make 1970 a
better year by utilizing the potential of the manpower of your
church in promoting missions
thr ough your church and in the
church community as well as
throughout the world. Call on us
if we can assist you in missionary
education for men and boys
through the Brotherhood program.-C. H. Seaton
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In the seventies we will be talking
about:
Teaching the .Bible in more relevant
ways.
Reaching prospects for the church in
greater numbers.
Inform'i ng our members in more challenging ways.
Performing the Biblical functions of
witnessing,
worshi-pping,
educating,
ministering and ' applying in more extensive ways.
We are talking with, optimism concerning positive performance of the
fundamentals.
. Let's think, "x:eaching more people."
Le't's plan, "reaching more p~ople."
Let's pray, "reaching more people."
Let's hope, "reaching, more people."
Let's work, "reaching more pe01ple."
Le:t's believe, . "reaching more peo_ple."
.
Let's visit, "reaching more people."
Let's · reach m'ore people.
Reaching more people in Sunday
School is the only permanent way to
develop our stewardship potential, cutoff mouthings of pessimism;. accent the
proper place of Bible doctrine; advance
mission giving and mission action; increase the number• of tithers; provide
more cooperative program gifts;. and
form an .endless resource of more people to dev,elop other assigned organizational and Biblical taskSI.
How can we do other than make Sund!ly School growth a priori~y along'
with evangelistic preaching, if we really want to grow numerically and spiritually.
I Jl!U!'lt borrow ·your phrase, chief, "I
must say ii;."-Lawson Hatfield, State
Sunday School Secretary

Music department
.secretary leaves
On Jan. 14, Baptist Building employees held _a going-away get-together in
honor of Vi (Mrs. ~rank) Arnall, office secretary in the music department.
The Arnall famil:· is moving to Mexico, Mo., where Mr. Arnall has beeii
called as minister of music by. First
Church.
Mrs. Arnall has been with the music
department since Jan. 1, 1969. The department has .been without a department head since J:an. ai, 1969, and Mrs.
Arnall has shouldered the work load.

I

Dr. Manuel Scott
will be preacher
Dr. Manuel D. Scott, pastor,
Calvary Church, Los Angeles
Calif., will preach four times dur:
ing the state. wide Evangelism Conference
to be held at
Fh;st
Church,
Little 1 Rock,
J.an. 26-27. The
conference will
begin at 1 :45
p.m. Jan. 26
and close Tuesday night, Jan.
DR. SCOTT' • 27. Rev. Scott
. was born at
Waco, Tex., . in 1926. He has
served as President of the :Sunday School an,d Baptist Training
Union Congress and was the prfnciple speaker on two occasions for
the Natiol!al Baptist Convention,
U. S. A., Inc. }Je is widely used
in Evangelism Conferences . in
Texas, California, Oklahoma, Missouri, North Carolina, New Mexico, and Arkansas. 'He was' one of
the featured speakers for the pastors' conferences· at the 1969
Southern Baptist Convention in
New Orleans. He has conducted
city-wide revivals in Lawton,
Okla., Ennis, Tex., Dallas, Tex.,
and Oakland, Calif.
Last year Dr. Scott thrilled our
hearts each time he spoke. Please
hear this warm-hearted preacher
if at all possible.
Brother pastor, if the weather
fbrecast is t{) be bad Monday, January oo·. come on to Little Rock
Sunday night. Plan to stay
through the last session. Please
check the schedule when your association is to be in prayer dur. ing the all night prayer meeting
Jan..26 and attend if possible.-J esse S. Reed, Sec. of Evangelism

About people-F. Eugene Brasher has been named
assistant professor of conducting at
New Orleans Seminary, effective Aug.
1.
Brasher, a New Orleans Seminary
.graduate, is presently completing requirements for his doctor of · performing arts degree at Florida State University.
Mr. Arnall had 'been minister of music at O~lvary Church, Little Rock,
since February of 1967, hnd served as
interim minister of music af Second 1
Church, Little Rock, this summer.
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There are 21 Bapti.st Student · Unions
Arkansas
waiting for you ...

in

''

But grow in gra'c,e, and in tne knowledge
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."
II Peter 3:.78
JANUARY 22, 1970
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Institutions --------Baptist Medical Center

BMCS CORPORATION MEMBERS - The 1969-70 Boptist Medical
Center Corporation. members, the "owners" of the nonprofit BMC System, sit for th'eir formal portrait during 'the 1969 corporation annual
meeting. They are, from left, front row: B. J. Daugherty, Litth! Rock;
Rev. J. T. Elliff, Little Rock; Rev. W. Harold White, Pine Bluff; Shelby R.
Blackmon, Little Rock; Jacob L. King, Hot Springs; Rev. Homer :A.
Bradley, North Little Rock; Dr. Don B. Harbuck, El Dorado; Rev. D. C.
McAtee, Smackover; Rev. E. E. Goodbar, Little Rock~
Second row: Rev. H. L. Lipford, Mabelvale; Kenneth Price, North
Little Rock; Dr. Art B. Martin, Fort Smith; J. Leo Armstrong, Little
Rock; Rev. R. H. Dorris, North Little Rock; Rev. Earl R. Humble, Walnut Ridge; 0. A. ·cook, Little Rock; Rev. L. H. Roseman, Little Rock;
Hardy Little, Jonesboro.
Third row: Floyd A. Chronister, Searcy; Clarence W. Jordan, Hot

Springs; William S. Miller, Jr., Little Rock; W. M. Freeze, Jr., Cash; R. A.
Lile, Littlp Rock ; A. James Linder, Little Rock; Rev. J. W. Royal, Judsonia; Louis A. Lanford, Little Rock ; and Rev. W. H. Hicks, Little Rock.
Not shown are: Jimmie Alford, North Little Rock) Dr. James W.
Burnett, Texarkana; James M. Gardner, BlYtheville; Dr, Henry H. Good,
Little Rock; Rev. E. E. Griever, Hamburg; B. T . H;trris, Little Rock; Dr.
Thomas L. Harris, North Little Rock; Rev .. Charles LJwrence, Little
Rock; Roy Mitchell, Hot Springs; George B. Munsey, L•ttle Rock; Rev.
Jesse Reed, Little Rock; Rev. T . K. Rucker, Little Rock; Dr. Joe F.
Rushton, Magnolia; Harlow Sanders, Pine Bluff; Keith Smith, Hot
Springs; Rev. Wayne Smith, Arkadelphia; John R. Thompson, Little
Rock; Rev. W. R. Vestal, Searcy; Rev. Lehman F. Webb, Hot Springs;
Ray M. Wilson, Little Rock; Harold Wood, El Dorado; James M. May,
Little Rbck; and new member, Hugh R. Wilbourn, Jr., Little Rock. •

B:M C, System ·corporation
Holds Annual Meeting
Annual meeting of the Baptist Medical
Center System Corporation was held December 2, and a Board of Trustees and
officers for the coming year were elected.
The Cbrporati.o n, a non-profit organization. operates Baptist Medical Center in
Little Rock and Memorial Hospital in
North Little Rock. The members elect an
18-man Board of Trustees to' oversee the
System.
Elected as officers of the board were:
R. A. Lile of Little Rock, president ;
Louis A. Lanford, Little Rock , vice-president; Kenneth Price, North Little Rock,
secretary ; and .Floyd Chronister, Searcy,
treasurer.
Other members of the board are: B. J.
Daugherty, ·Little Rock ; Rev. R. H. Dorris, North Little Rock; W. M. Freeze, Jr.,
Cash; Dr. Don B, Harbuck, EI Dorado;
Clarence W. Jordan, Hot Springs; Jacob
L. King, Hot Springs; A. James Linder,
Little Rock; Dr. Art B. M~rtin, Fort
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Smith; James M. May, Little Rock; William S. Miller, Jr., Little Rock; Dr. Joe F.
Rushton , Magnolia; Rev. W. Harold
White, Pine Bluff; Hugh R. Wilbourn, Jr.,
Little Rock; and Ray M. Wilson, Little
Rock.

Dr. C. G. Massey·, N.L.R. Diagnostic
Clinic, 400 Pershing, North Little ~ock.
Dr. William ~Gary Darwin, 6924 Geyer
Springs Rd., Little Rock.
Dr. Ashley S. Ross, 500 South University, Little Rock.
Dr. Roosevelt Brown, 7b4 E. 2Isq, Little Rock.

Seven are added
to BMC's Staff
At the 'December meeting of the
BMC's ·Board of Trustees seven new members were added to the BMC Medical and
Dental Staff.
Th.ey are:
Dr. Richard E. Walters, Arkansas State
Hospital, 4313 W. Markham, Little Rock.
Dr. Jasper L. McPhail, Department of
·Medical Education, Baptist Medical Center, Little Rock.
Dr , Thomas P. Rooney, Hundley
Clinic, 412 Cross, Little Rock.

' JAYCETTES DONATE TOYS - Pictured
above is Mrs. Judy Morris (center), pediatrics
supervisor at BMC, receiving toys for the pediatrics unit from twq members of the Little
Rock Jaycettes, Mrs. Jim Gee (rightl, and Mrs.
Mike Huddleston. These toys were just a few of
the large number collected at 1he Cactus Vick
Birthday party, and distributed by th'l! Jaycettes.
'
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... The first Baptisf Hospital was housed in this frame building previously occupied by Battle
Editors Note: This is the first in a 12Creek Sanitarium.
·
part series which commemorates 1970 as
the 50th year of the founding of the Bapmet these requirement~ was found. It was
It further asked "that the citizenship
tist Medical Center System.
bounded by Twelfth, Thirteenth, Marof Little Rock be asked to contribute not
The Sixty-sixth Annual Session of the
shall, and Wolfe streets, and cost
less than $15.0,000.00 and the necessary
Baptist State Convention was held
$58,350.00
.
grounds for the location of said . hospital
November 12-14, 1919. At. that time the
The committee reports that, "in addi·
in Little Rock."
only Baptist Hospital in the area was -~ A Hospital Commission of seven memtion to being a suitable location, the
Baptist Me,morial. at Memphis which had
. property contained three houses which
bers was established in the resolution
members of the Arkansas State Convencan be utilized tG good advltntage in the
with "the authority to take out charter,
tion on its Board. Davis Hospital at Pine
hO'spital
work." .
and take all necessary steps· incident to
Bluff had been donated 1to the State
In addition to the houses, they also
establishing this hospital work."
Convention but was not yet ready for
report that there is."located· ~n the site, a
This Commission consisted of the
patients.
fine
building, together with an annex,
following members: Dr. C. E. Witt,
The Hospital Committee submitted a
formerly
known as the Little Rock Sanipresident; Dr. J. H. E'stes, J. 0. Johnston,
two-page report pointing out the scriptutarium."
C. B. ·waller, Judge W. R. Donham, R.
ral basis for a Christian hospital (Luke
The building was also ·refeqed to as
Carnahan, and Rev. G. D. Faulkner,
I 0: 3 0 ~3 7) and chastiziQg Arkansas
the
Battle Creek Sanitarium; according to
secretary.
Baptists for not doing their part by
some
news reports of the day.
This committee reported back to the
"providing a place where the sick and the
They pointed out that ,this building
State Convention held at Fort Smith on 1
wounded can be treated and healed."
December~- of 1920, on their pr.ogress in · and all its equipment was ihc!uded in a
· The committee, consisting of T. H.
purchase -price that was only slightly
fulfilling these goals.
•·
Plemmons, E. P. Allredge, Calvin B.
higher than the bare land-itself.
Dr. J. E. Allport of Cleveland, Ohio
Waller, J. R. G. White, and Frank Jones,
It was in this building that the Baptist
was hired to work with the architects in
as a part of· their report, proposed the
Hospital was born. After in~talling some
drawing up the plans and specifications
following resolution:
.additional equipment which could be
(or
the new building and, by the time of
''Therefore your committee would
utili'zed in the planned new hospital; the
the 1920 convention, the plans were
recommend . . . that we take steps at
board opened an 80-bed unit in the
c0mplete.
once to build a great central hospital at
· .
existing building.
.
The campaign to raise a half-million
Little Rock ..."
They planned to convert this to a
dollars was progressing well, with over
The Standing Committee on Hospitals,
nurses residence for 75 rtli~~es, on com·
'which had been appointed the year · that amount already subscribed· to. The
pletion of. the new building •.: ·•
committee did note, however, that
before, was -more specific as to the
They. further recommen~~d that a new
"under present financial conditions, a
• procedure-to follow.
board be established with nine members
considerable shrinkage must be
The motion to establish the hospital
and staggered terms.
'
~xpected.~'
outlines the planned procedure for
The first report of opetlltion of the
financing a project of such magnitude.
The site committee was having their
new hospital concluded with a financial
The resolution provided that "the
report shQwing that in the Otst month of
problems. The commission reported that
work oflaunching and putting into operathey had investigated several locations. A
operation, the organization had earned
tion a great modern, scientific hospital at
$189.00 more than expenses incurred.
site of at least one block of ground
The hospital, was now, a reality. The
Little Rock, to cost not less than
should be secured, they reported and "to
next step was to build "the great central
$500,000.00 and to provide for ~00
secure this within reasonable distance of
the center of the city was very difficult."
hospitaF' that the stat~ so desperately
hospital bed~, be immediately undert&ken."
·
About October 1, 1920 a location that
needed.
.r
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Plans Completf!
for New Building
A set of plans that weigh 55 pounds,
and some . of the most complicated detailed drawings ever produced in Arkansas
are the visual progress symbols of the new
Baptist Medical Center.
The plans, which were completed in
time for the new year, were called the
most elaborate plans ever produced by ·
the architectural firm of Erhart, Eichenbaum, Rauch, and Blass.
In facl ; as far as can be de.termined,
they are the -largest set of plans ever produced for an Arkansas building.
The site of the construction is the 53
acres of property on University Avenue
bounded by "0" Street on the north and
Evergreen on the south.
The lsite .will be dominated by an
eight-floor bed tower and a medical tower
housing doctors and other . allied health
offices.
·
A one-story and basement building
surrounding the 500-bed high rise section
will house the service areas of the hospital
as well as the pathology, emergency,
radiology, surgery, and administrative
areas.
Parking will be lbcated on all four
sides of the. building, with entrances on
"0" Street, University Avenue, and Evergreen, to provide access in all directions.
The main entrance to•the building will
face the University Avenue side of the
property. with a four-lane entrance on .
University.
After plans undergo a final detail
check, they will be offered for bids.
Groundbreaking. ceremonies are tentatively scheduled for March.

Marks is named
BMCS programmer
Ronald• M. Marks, a native of New
Edinburg, Arkansas, has accepted the
position of chief programmer in the Computer Services Department at BMC.
Mr. Marks attended high school in
New Edinburg, and is a graduate of Arkansas A & M College in Monticello,
where he received aBBA degree.
He is a member of the Third Baptist
Church and serves as deacon and treasure{.
Mr. Marks and his wife, Elizabeth, live
at 8504 Shelley Street in Little Rock.
They have two daughters, Carla, age 5,
and Sheila Kay, 2 months.
Page Sixteen
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67 YEARS OF SERVICE - BMC Employees retiring during 1969 were honored recently with a
special luncheon and awards ceremonies. Those honored, and the number of YIUirS of service were,
from left: William Goecher, 6 years, Housekeeping; Alice Cook, 13 years, Ward Clerk-3H; Alma
Price, 17 years, Ward Clerk-Nursery; Velda Simoneau, 3 years, LPN-2J; and Mary E. Womack, 16
Years, Mad Tech·Lab ..Not show~ is Lillie Oucall, Aide·SH. who had 12 years of service at BMC.

•'

This. may'be the ·
most Important ad

you've ever read. It
·~ould change your life.
A Career in nursing counts. If you're between the
ages of 17 and 39 and have a high school diploma you
are eligible to apply as a student at the Baptist Medical Center School of Practic<!-1 'tJursing.
When you complete this one year comprehensive
program you will be eligible to take tpe state exam
for Licensed Practical Nurse.
.
Not only will you receive complete training in the
state's largest hospital system, but you also receive
free meals, uniform, la~ndry, ahd a monthly stipend
of $75.00.
Both men and women are eligibie for this challenging career opportunity. Mail the coupon today and
find out how you can change your life with a nursing.
To: PRACTICAL NURSING
PROGRAM
BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
1700 W. 13th St.,
Little Rock, Ark. 72201
Please si:md me information on your practical nursing program that begins April 6,
1970.
I
NAME----~~~~~------~

I

•
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Urges no mercy
for drug pushers
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont._JGanadian
courts should be merciless with drug·pushers but n9t so strict with users,
the United Church of Canada. moderator said ,here.
Robert B. McClure told the 13th annual conference of the Youth Section
of Alcohol 11-nd Drug Concerns Incorporated, "Drug peddlers are completely
merciless and mercenary men, who don't
give a l:loot about kids. Slug the _pusher, but reall~ hard."
• The veteran medjcal missionary ·said
.the pusher should receive a minimum
two-year sentence. But the user of marijuana or hashish should get a suspended sentence on first conviction for possession of the drugs, and 15 days for
the second, he said.
·
Under current Canadian law,, ther~
are no minimum penal-ties in the Naroo'tic Control Act for either possession
·or for trafficking. Maximum for pos.session i1l seven years if the crown proceeds by way of indictment, or $1,000
and six months imprisonment if the
case is handled by summary conviction
before a magistrate. (EP)

Problems of the Christian life

Southern Baptist churches
and race relations
BY T. B. MASTON
Retired professor of Christian Ethics
Southwestern Seminary

Southern Baptists have done more
for and are doing more in the area of
race relations than most people .realize,
including many Baptists. Most of us
will confess, however, that we fall far
short of doing what we should.
It is time .for Southetn Baptists to

take some giant steps forward in our
attitudes toward, our ~elations to, and
our work with Negroes. Entirely too
many of us, including churches, associations, and conventions, as well as individuals, have been satisfied to •give
a little· material aid.
What can be done on the local church
level? We can seek to maintain or restore lost lines of communication.
White pastors and Negro pastors can

I

have fellowship together in prayer and
study. Groups of young· people, women,
men and others can exchange programs.
Pulpits can be exchanged. Special music can be provided.
Churches. should open their d·J ors to
people of all classes and races. Some
have done this; many more should. How
can any church claim to be "the church
of God", "the church where Christ is
head, if it does not open its doors for
worship to all, and its membership to
all . men and women of "like faith and
order?~'

When we open our doors we may discover that few, if any, Negro Baptists
want to be members of our white
churches. Most . who will come at first
will be college students. They are in
colleges and universities . with young
white people. It is more or less natural
that some of them will want to attend church with friends they have
the Call).pUS.
made

Billy Graham helps
start new agency

way for Baptists to cooperate· where·
we have a mutual concern for community needs."

OKLAHOMA CITY~EVlangelist Billy Graham will help launch a new agency formed by Baptist, Catholic, and
Protes-tant leaders-here in order to provide an interdenominational coopera"tive ministry to meet human needs · in
the city.

A ·telephone poll conducted by the
Although it seems for the indefinite
Baptist Messenger, Baptist state paper
in Oklahoma, disclosed however that · fut)lre that comparatively few NeJ:roes
Dr. Hobbs' church was the only South· will want to be· members of Southern
ern Baptist church to join the agency. Baptist churches, they do want the
doors open. They want every phase of
Hobbs said that the agency envi- our predominately white society. availsiOns "a more effective evangelism able to them. Would not we, who are
ministry with an impact over all ·the white, want the same thing if we becity." Hobbs added that new ideas for longed to a minority group and if we
the a·gency had been presented to him were excluded from any aspect of the
almost daily since news of the coo·pez:.tv- society in which we lived? We doubt;bive ministry was first announced. (BP) lessly would have knocked harder and ·
more persistently on those doors than
'Communicate love'
they have.

Graham was invited to speak at a
rally here Feb. 3 to kick off the Agency for Christian Cooperative Ministry,
by a former president of the Southern
Baptist Convention, Hers.chel H. Hobbs,
pastor of First B_a ptist Church here.
Hobbs, a member ·o f ' the steering
committee for the interdenominational
agency, said that the major purpose of
the rally was to install the executive
"board of ·directors for the agency," after
which the organization will become incorporated.

urges church man

MARION, Ind.-If churches' are _going to stop the outflow of youth from
their own families and reach the youth
of the community they must "learn to
communicate a feeling of love to young
Hobbs said ijlat the steering cortlmit- people.''
tee, in issuing the invil;a'..ion to GraSo said Robert ~. Zuhl, ne'V general
ham, left Graham free to speak on any secretary of youth for the Wesleyan
subject, but did reque:at he relat~ the Church, headquartered here.
message to "this sort of cooperation between Christians."
The youth leader made the remarks
to more than 600 delegates at the WesEarlier, in an interview, Hobbs had leyan Church's Conference on Evangel·
said that the new agency was not a ism. in Cincinnati.
council of churches, but would sponsor
community projects involving chur.ches ·
"We must not forget. that love is a
and individuals. participating on a vol- universal language to all generations,"
untary basis.
·
Zuhl said. "This love doesn't lose patience with failures. It looks for new
"This approach won't compromise ways of being constructive to meet
our (Baptist) churches," Hobbs said. changing situations. It is not hun~ up
"None. of these projeets wilt' involve th~t on its own traditions and stock an- .
matter of" doctrinal belief. It ·is an open swers." (EP)
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on

. Let us not forg-et that churcll.es may
desegregate without real integration.
The latter has not taken place until
Negroes are accepted into the- life of
the church on the same basis as white
members. They must be utilized in
places of lead~rship on the basis of
their ability, training, and spiritual maturity. Most churches ttat have Negro
members, and there is· a considerable
number have not progressed veTy far
in integrating them into the life and
structures of the church.
Chu~ches, however, will be moving in
the right direction "if they recognize
the need for an open-door policy regarding peoples of all classes and colors. If they will open their doors, and
if their members will open their minds
and hearts, then Negro neighbors and
friends will determine how much desegregation and integration there will be
in our churches.
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The bookshelf-Don't Sleep through the Revolution,
by Paul S. R.ees, Wo1·d, 1969, $2.95
Too many church members today are
sound asleep in· their comfortable pew~
while revolution ragen on many frontst
says Dr. · Rees. He indic!ltes that the
purpose of this book is "not to cut anyone down, but to }Jrick them awake
with jabs to the conscience, the mind,
the sense of the ridtculous.
"
Sunday Di~n;r Cookbook, by Phyllis
S. Prokop, Broadman.. 1969, $1.>50

· by

G so rgs

Beware trespassing,- hunters

This book was written for "those
women who dash in .from church each
Sunday, hat leaning precariously, Bible
and purse in hand, to answer the question, 'Mother, what are we having for
dinner today?'"

. .

The History of Southern Baptist
Hospital, by Glen Lee Greene, Southern Baptist Hospital, 1969
This is the story of a comparatively
young institution which has long since
become a 'landmark in New Orleans,
where it attracts an average of 40,000
patients a year.
Saint J. D., by James Cole and Robert Lee. Word Books, 1969, $3.95
"In the year of the dove and the
hawk, even an amateur bird watcher
would be· forced to conclude that J. D.
Grey is a rare bird." Thus begins the
preface to a delight_ful biography of •the
pastor of First Baptist Ch~rch, New
Orleans, for more than 30 years.
·
Described as "A man without sham
or pretense," the authors say of Grey's
orthodoxy that it "is neither dull nor
rigid, but flexible and refreshing."

. . .

The Me Nobody Knows, edited by
Stephen M. Joseph, World, 1969, $4.95
Nearly 200 primary and secondary
school children from the ghetto speak,
in this book, . describing the world as
they see it and as they wish it to be.
· Here are the brightest of dreams and
the darkest of nightmares.

..
Questions .Christians Ask,

by C. E.
'Colton, Broadman, 1969, $1.50

'T he man-dog team has long been a successful combination in hunting quail.'
Quail hunting is a popular sport in Arkansas and is a type of hunting where
man and dog must work as a team. A well trained bird dog is a j 0 y to hunt
with, but a poorly trained dog is no pleasure and is the reason for many unsuccessful hunts.
'

The idea for this book came from
questions asked by boys and girls in
Training Union. The author, pastor of
There seems to be an average q';lail crop in many areas of the state.
Royal Haven Baptist Church, Dallas, in
·answering the qu·e stions, has produced
Good qtJail habitat-year round food, and cover is the primary reason for
a most interes•ting and helpful book. good quail crops, where-as poor habitat is usually the reason for few or no quail.
UKE SWEET ONIONS? NEW
-BLUE RIBBON ASSORTMENT
600 SWEET ONION PLANTS
with free planting guide $3.1;0
poitpaid fresh from Texas Onion
Plant Company, "home of the
sweet onion," Fal'lll.ersville, Texas

75031
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Most quail are on private land. The annual pursuit of' them by over zealous
hunters, who do not obtain •·permission to hunt or disregard posted signs, justifiably irritates and angers landowners. The resulting strained relationship between
huntejl's and landowners is a 'fence that badly, needs mending' and will require
real effort on the part of hunters all over the state. This is an area where
hunters need to practice the golden rule.
The man and dog team has long been a successful combination-it pis past
time for hunters to work out a compatible relationship .w ith landowners.
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Southern Baptist datelines
Baptist ch·urches hard hit
by crackdown in. Ghana
RJICHM.QND-A recent crackd~wn on
re~idents· by the government of
Ghana has sapped about two-thirds of
the Baptist strength in that West African nation.
ali~n

"This may ·be the most critical time
Baptists have faced in Ghana; it must
' be the most challenging," said -Maurice
Smith, Southern 13aptist missiOnary
stationed in Kumasi, Ghana.
The Ghanaian Ministry of Interior
announced in mid-No'(emher that all
aliens must have proper passports and
residence visas, by TJec. 2. According to
Smith there were over 1 million aliens
-Africans from other countries-in
Ghana at the time of the announc·ement.
·
Smith said missionaries were not personally affected by the government's
action, as they h~ve proper credentials.

THE HOLY LAND
10~15·22

day itineraries
available now from

$599.00 (all-inclusive)
No hidden
sightseeing,
Hotels, all
and Jet air

costs! Price includes
all meals, First Calss
grounil transportation
fare from New York.

Budget Plan is available
For complete details and brochures, clip this coupon and return to:

JACKSON

TRAVEL ~

TOURS, INC.

P. 0 •. Box 3068
Tyler, Texas 75701
Name~-----------------Address _________~----

atl__~--------------
ATrENTioN:
Leaders.

Interested

Tour

If YOU demand a quality tour but with a
reallotlc eelllnl' ptlce plue the beet pooal.ble Incentives, we have juet that combination, Write to the above addreoe for
full Information.
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However, the ' majority of Baptists in
Ghana were Yorubas, of Nigeria. Last
year 66 of the 106 -Baptist congregations in Ghana were Yoruba in memberjlhip.

Organ is moved
In less ·t han two months the attendance of a church in Kumasi dropped
from 1,997 to 167 and most remaining
members plaJlned to leave. They gave
thei,r pastor three months' salary and
allocated money to charter a bus to
carry him and his family to Nigeria.
They asked another ·pastor to take their
. new organ with him as a gift to the
First Baptist Church in Ogbomosho,
Nigeria.
'

By the end of December, 95 'percent
of the Yorubas, including all but two
of the Yoruba _B aptist pastors·, had alA $4(},000 construction for a second
ready left the country and more were
prepaJ,"ing to leave. At least 60 church church in Kumasi was completed early
buildings and 20 pastoriums were left in December, after 98 percent of their
vacant by the dispersing Baptists. Mus- 1,(}00 regull;lr Sunday attendants had
lims and other non-Christian groups at- left the country.
tempted to take over much of this vaChurch members never met in the
cated property.
building; they a·s sembled at its site
only for thp cornerstone dedication. BeProperty is secured
Missionaries and Ghanaian pastors fore disbanding they turned the struchastily prevented the take-over by in- ture over to Southern Baptist missionforming these groups that the proper- aries.
ty had not been abandoned.
A third Baptist church in Kumasi had
By the first of January, only eight a congregation of ovet 500; members
organized Baptist churches remained ' dispersed before the church could get
functional. "Some Yoruba -members will its affairs in order.
--remain and some will return, but it will
Causes of crisis
never be the same," Smith said.
Smith attributes the dilemma of the
He added that the convention and Yorubas to the following ~a uses:
work pro~rams there would have to un-Africans had not needtl!l passports
dergo· a complete reorganization and
that missionaries would ha.ve to make a and visas for years, and when the law
redeployment of personnel and re- was suddenly enforced many )Vere
caught short. Aliens were required to
sources.
have a current passport, and income
When the crisis fil;st erupted and it tax clearance certificate, and a letter of
became evident that Baptist churches au~horization to do business.
would be affected, 1:: ,.,.thern Baptist
-Petty. trading was stopped by the
missionaries
attempted to arrange
transportation, care for displaced Ptjr- "quit order" and this radically affect_sons, and help church~s and pastors to ed most Yorubas. Even though some of
secure church records, keys, and prop- them were able to remain in the counerty.
.
try they would no longer be able to
earn a living.
Smith commented that some ch~rch
-A new law in Ghana, to be insties formally disbanded . but others just
seemed to melt away when their mem- tuted over the next two years, restricts
bers were not able to gather to "or- ·certain sectors of the economy aud
ganize or to unorganize" the church's most small businesses to Ghanaians.
business.
-The confusion of these radical
Members of many of -the Yoruba changes brought about a general ill
churches expressed the desire that their feeling against the Nigerians; many of
facilities continue to be utilized . for · them were taunted as "aliens."
Baptis~ witness; to this end some 'of
At first, most people were confused
them left their church funds with
at the new crackdown al).~ made no
Southern Baptist missionaries.
moves tp comply: Then the situation
All 60 members of a small church in became clearly serious ·a nd the police
·Ejura left Ghana in early December. began making arrests of those not posBefore ·they left, however, they met of- ses sing proper cred7ntials.
~icially and handed over their ouilding,
As the mass exodus began toward
pastorium, fu~iture, and church funds
border
posts the cost of transportation
to Mrs. Ossie Littleton, veteran Southskyrocketed.
Many people had to wait
ern Bap~ist missionary there.
days for a vaHable buses. Ghanaiim
In anoth~r church, members met for police and border ghards were usually
the first and last time at the end of helpful it1 trying to alleviate hardships
for those who had suddenly Mcome reNov~:~mber in their new $5,000 building.
fugees, Smith said. (BP)
Only two or three members remain.
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Children's nook------Little country man
BY MARY ROUSE

While Americans were celebrat•
ing the birthday of the Prince of
Peace, the killing continued in
Vietnam. On December 13, 1969,
the Department of Defense released the following cumulative
battle deaths from Vietnam:
Americans-39,827
South Vietnamese-99,110
North Vietnamese an4 Vietcong582,878

When you travel in cholla cc;mntry at
about fifteen or twenty miles per hour,
suddenly a bird may dart out in front
of the ,car. He starts running before
you as if daring you to chase him.
"Side-step, silly chicken," you· say,
No, he isn't a chicken. His tail is a
foot long. A magpie? No, his feet are
like those of the parrot, th.e woodpecker, and the cuc.l<:oo. Two toes point forward and two turn backward. Why,
· he's the ground cuckoo, the roadrunner.

American deaths have far exceeded those of the Korean War
(33,629) ·and are moving toward
the World War I total (53,401).
Church-going in the U. S. continues to decline from its 1958
peak, with the falling off in attendance during this 11-year period twice as great among Roman
Catholics as among Protestants.
The Gallup Poll's 1969 auqit of
church attendance shows that 42
percent of the nation's adults, attended church during a typical
week of the current year, down a
point from last year, and a new
low. In 1958, a record· o:f 49 percent of adults went to church in
a typical week. The previous high,
also 49 percent, had· been recorded
in l9o55, the year these Gallup
audits were instituted on a regular basis. The drop in attendance
among Catholics over the last 11
years has been about twice that
for Protestants. Catholic attendance has declined 11 points since
1958, from 74 percent to 63 percent, while ProteSitant attendance
is do\vn 6 points, from 43 percent
to 37 percent. The drop in attendance over the last 11 years has
come about principally among
young adults of all faiths. (The
Nashville Tennesseean, Dec. 28,
1969)

Share .t he Saviour

So you've heard of him? The roadrunner-what a bumpkin!'
'
After a long, merry chase .the bird
grows tired. Suddenly turning on 'his
slim rudder-like tail, he glides off the
road and slips behind a bush.
Next day you may see him, half-hid' den in the sagebru'?.h, peeking out ·at
you. ·something dangles from his . bill.
l"robably · it is six to eight. inches of
snake. He has met this snake, won the
battle, pecked it in two, and crammed
a piece in his mouth. Since he can di~
gest only a few ibches at a time, he
lets the .rest wait. His occupation then
must be killing snakes, and his hobby
is running along the road.
Besides reptiles, the bird eats seeds,
eggs, snails, beetles, tarantulas, centipedes, pocket mice, caterpillars, grasshoppers, and kangaroo rats. For dessert, he eats cactus berries when they
are in season.
Wherever you find the grotesque·
cholla cactus, you may also find the
grotesque roadrunner. He goes even to
Death Valley. Pioneers saw him along
the San.ta Fe Trail over one hundred
years ago. This trail leads northeast
out of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
New Mexico loved this pound of
friendliness and adopted hhll as her
state bird. He has a spiny crest and is
twenty-four inches long. Some Mexicans keep him as a pet. He rids their
gardens ·of bothersome insects. They
call him paisano, their fellow countryman. They also call him correo del camino, runner of the road.

The paisano and his mate are brown
streaked, with touches · of green. This
coloring camouflages them in the vegetation of desert sands. The hen chooses
the cholla, an extremely prickly,· treelike cactus, for her nest. She and her
mate bring sticks and twigs to form
the outside of the nest. Then they
gather bark, roots, grass, feathers, and
dried snakeskins for the 'lining.

.

.

As soon as the hen lays an egg, she
begins sitting on it. There she sits,
a shaggy-looking bird with her tail
'
erect.
Time passes. The last egg of her
brood may not have hatched, though
some of her chicks are good sized. The
reason is that aftt;lr laying her fir.st egg
she waited a few days. Then she laid
another one in the nest--and another.
Eventu;dly, she will have hatched all
her naked babies. Dad, though, has
taken turns sitting on the eggs during
this long period of incubatiotl. The parents now are kept busy catching lizards and snakes to feed their family
of from two to nine.
One of the queeres·t traits of the
roadrunner is his delight, in racing. In
1908' a Mrs. Hudson wrote that he had
been known to ml!et the same pe,rson
every day at the same spot and to start
off for his morning race of half a mile.

Down goes his head. Out shoots his
neck. Then with his long tail lying horizontal With his olive-colored bill, he
streaks down the road or highway. You
think of a sleek, miniature jetliner
moving down the runway for take-off.
H_is strength Ues in his long legs and
strong, black feet. He runs rapidly
awhile, he glides awhile, but he seldom flies.
You will enjoy n:J,eeting the roadrunner. Watch hlm go off to digest an"Other inch of snake. He would make
you a loyal pet, but better than that
is to expect to see him again another
day.
(&unday School Board Syndicate, all
l'ights reserved)

The rain

WITH THE WORLD
Page Twenty

The rain soaks deep into the earth to things we take for granted.
It finds its way to every root, to every stem, to everything on earth that God
has planted.
The want of every thirst is filled until it bursts with life and Joy.
It knows no sorrow, no grief, no pain,
r
It's just the s(mple gift from God-the rain.-Vendon Hays

.

-
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_ _ _ _ _..____ _ _ _ _ Sunday School lessons
Blessings of salvation

Life and Work
January 25t 1970

BY DR, L. H. COLEMAN, PASTOR,
IMMANUEL CHURCH, PINE BLUFF

The first three lessons of this quarter dealt with "Why Salvation Is Needed". We concluded that all men are
guilty before God because all men live
under the dominion and power of sin.
All men stand in need of a righteousness found only in Christ. The Jew is
as guilty as the Gentile. The next five
lessons will deal with "What It Means
To Be Saved". Chapter five begins with
an account of the fruits of justification.
Joy and confidence in Christ
(Rom. 5:1-Sa)

Thla Ieason treatment Is baaed on the Llte1 and
Work Curriculum for Southern Baptlat Church·
ea, cop:rright by The Sunday School Board of
the Southern Baptist Convention. All richta reHrved. Used b7 per111i81ion.

er look at the death of Jesus. He died
for ' us when we were and are sinners,
evil men, and in a state of enmity
against God. Can love go farther than
what we find in Christ? "Greater love
hath no man than this, that a man lay
down his life for his friends" (Jn.
15:13) . .

Therefore Paul glories in the love of
What the law could not do, Christ God. This is the basis of assurance for
did. The law certainly brought an ab- the believer in the judgment. For the
sence of · joy and as~urance; no on'e soul to maf.e its boast in God and His
could keep the law. If a person broke, great lov~ is the perfection of religion.
one law he was guilty of breaking all -.:r'he whole saving process, • Christ's
of God's laws. The law was a ·burden: death on ~he cross, ,is the great proof
grace found in Ch;rist was a blessing. of Gqd's )ow. Oh how much He loved
'
us!! God is love (cf. I John 4:8, 1.6}.
In this passage Paul triumphs with
Ruin and rescue (Rom. 5 :9-11)
joy in his confidence in God. A saved
person. having been saved by grace
The remaining ve;rses in ch,Jlpt er five
through faith, has peace with God. The
have
been the basis of a great deal of
three key words in this passage are
"peace", "access", and "rejoice". The theological thought and discussion. A
believer has a new status with · God. great deal could be said about the fact
Lhat all men sinned in Adam. As Adam
There is new meaning in. life's experisinned, so have all men sinned. We ave
ences.
sinners by .birtq, choice; and practice.
StrangeJy, in the passage Paul glor- Man's ruin came because. of sin but our
ies even in suffering and tribulation.\ rescue came through Christ.
Why? Because tribulations initiate a
Please take. a close look at verse nine·.
sanctifying process which ends in hope
(vs. 3-4). Paul's discussion begins and We have been reconciled to God through
ends with hope. Please read I 'Corin. the death of Christ. Christ died for the
15:19 and see another sunray associated ungodly. He died on our behalf. Why
with hope: .the perplexities of this life do some folk rebel at the thought of
are in gr~a t 1 contrast to the glot:y to the "blood of Christ"? If you take the
be revealed in the future. Our pilgrim- blood of Jesus out of the gospel you
age now will lead to the glory of God have taken away ,the essence of the
gospel. The song writer stated, "What
then.
cah wash awaoy my sin 1 Nothing but
God's great love (Rom. 5 :5b-8)
the blo~d of Jesu~". This is correct.
No greater, thought stands out in the
· Also in the same verse is the state. book of Romans than God's great un- ment of the great truth that we are
selfish love for unworthy humanity. . saved from the wrath of God. Having
The proof of God's love is seen, dem- beautiful!~ discussed the love of God,
·o nstrated, and magnified· in the cross Paul mentioned God's wrath. Both are
of Christ. Our hope is secure and well aspects of God's character. He is both
grounded bec~use of God's love. The love and wrath. Please see the wrath
emphasis is God's love for us rather of God through John 3:3'6. God'-s wrath
than our love for him.
abides . upon those outside the love and
grace ·of. Jesus Christ.
Note Paul's line of thought in pre- '
A reference ·is made in verse ten to
senting the fact of God's love. How difficult <me's task to find a person to die salvation through the life of Christ. Oi
for a just man. A person might be per- a certainty are we saved - by the life
suaded to die for some great, •abiding of Christ. His life was the foundation
principle. However, please take anoth· or ground of his death. Why, argue the
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pro_position of whether we are saved by
Christ's life or death? We are saved by
both. Christ's death was the basis of
the sacrificial atonement for our sins.
His death was voluntarily and substitutionary. He died the just for the unjust, the innocent for the guilty. But
his · life was sinless. By the power of
the Spirit he was able not to sin. His
life was our great examp~e. Without
his life think of the teachings, miracles, and parables which we would not
have. His very life taught and pointed to his death. Truly, he was born to
die. His mission was redemption; redemption came through his death at
Golgotha.
In verse eleven the word reconciliation is significant. Man was estranged
fr~m God because of sin (see Isa. 53:6
and Rom. 3:23). In Christ we are reconciled to God;' God's alienation from
us has been removed. Reconciliation
was accomplished once and for all
through 'Christ's death. Hav.i ng been
reconciled to God, we are in the "JOeconciling business" (cf. 2 'Corin. 5:19,
20). We are to bring ml)n to Christ
who alone can give grace, peace, salvation, and reconciliation.
Conclusion:
The ·blessings of salvation are too .
numerous ~ to name, too glorious to
state, too · marvelous to measure, and
too far-reaching for· us to comprehend.
Since these blessings are so very
wondetful, why don't we share these
blessings with others? We are recipients of God's blessings but these bless-ings are to flow through us to others.

HARD TO GETGuaranteed f!rst class accommodations-Tokyo, Osaka, Ban·
gkok~ Hong Kong, Honolulu. Regularly scheduled air lines. 21 fan~astic days- July 10-31. Sacred
concerts-E v·a n g c 1 ism Rallies.
Write: Fritz Smith, Music in
Evangelism. P .. 0. Box 1012 Tyler,
Texas 75701-Phone: Area Code
214 597-1519. Group limited to 20.
Hurry! Reserve Today·!
.,
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Jesus inte~prets God's law

January 25, 1970
Matt. 5-7

•

By YEaTER E. WoLBER
Religion Department
Ouachita University

More than .any other passage of com·parable lengt~, these three chapters of
Matthew SJ!t Q.own the basic principles
of the kingdom of ·God. In these chapters, whiclt we call the Sermon on the
Mount, Jesu• interpreted · the moral
laws through which God operates the
moral order. •,
The official interpreters of divine
law in Jesus'' day were the scribes, 'Vho
were of the .Pharise'e party. They assumed that God . had a specific regulation for every life situation · and that
that rule could be found eitheJ.' in the
written law ,.(the Pentateuch) or in
interpretation of those
traditional
scriptures (oral law). The oral law had
come to be ~oluminous in size and the
Pharisees memorized m.assive amounts
·
of it.

The Outlines of the International Bible IM·
aone for Christian Teaching, Uniform Series,
are copyrighted by the International Council
of Rellelou• Education. Used by permlulon.

The · rigpteousness which God requires is inward and persdnal, spiritual
and dynamic. It is something which a
person experiences.

your usefulness you should not try to
protect yourself. The paLsage dealR
more aptly with the trivialities of life:
a person rebukes you unjustly in public, drops a snide remark about you, or
spreads a bit of false gossip concerning you~o not resist tbe evil with
more .evil of you~· own, but resist evil
with good and thus overcome it.

2.. Be generous toward those who t.ake
advantage of you. Jewish law. permitted
Retaliation (5:a"S-42)
Jesus selected l!lix representative one to sue another for hi.s coat in paylaws from the books of Moses and re- ment for a debt, but not his outet·
interpreted them, pouring more mean- cloak, for a poor man could use the lating into them__:laws concerning murder, ter for a covering at night. In a povadult~ry, divorce, swearing, retaliation, , erty-ridden land, for one to take anand love. In thil! lesson we concentrate other's . cloak was hardly a trivial matter. But if o-ne's central aim . is to do
on the last two.
that which is right and to help redeem
Although Christ endorsed the law of those who are ·wrong he must learn to
.- Moses, he did not hesitate to as·sert his be generous with his material 'goods.
' Preamble (5:17-20)
_own authority ~s. superior to that of
3. Go the second mile. If a Roman
Before he began to interpret specific the Old Testament. What he did in the
laws from ~he Old Te~tament, Jesus case of retaliation was to lift the pro- soldier requires you to. carry his pack
· a mile, carry it an extra distance. Do
first laid down some gu!delines regard- vision to a higher level.
more than is required of you, and be
ing his attitude to\yard the Old Testagenerous
with your services.
ment and his use of it.
Moses, in an effort to place SiOme restraint
on
the
practice
of
vengeance,
4. Respond to those who would beg
1. Jesus endorsed the Old Testament.
He said that he had not come to· abol- pe1·mitted controlled retaliation. The in- or borrow ft:om you.
ish it but tQ fulfill it, He reint.erpreted jul·ed party was not to injure his eneLove (5 :43·48)
. the law and the prophets by pouring my more than he himself. had been inmore me11-ning into them, thus filling jured. Thus, the intent of the law was
From the Levitical law they had been
them fuU. He took the laws of Moses to restrain the spirit of revenge. But taught to love their friends, and from
and carried them inwarQ. to make them Jesus would restrain it further, even the oral law they had been· taught the
denying that there is any place for re- logical reverse-to .hate their enemielil··
spiritual and personah
venge.
2. He perpetuat~d the principles of
1. Jesus taught that }).is people are
Old Testament law. Thls solar s'ystem
It may be that the .best translation to love and pray for their enemies. The
would break up before the basic moral is: ·"But I say to you, not to resist enemies here are not those who siightly
laws of ~oq would break up. The Old with evil." This transJation is in exact irritate you, but those who persecute
Testament, as interpreted. by Christ, · keep'ing with the spirit of the . cont~xt, you ..
sets out the moPal principle by which and the meaning i!! supported by Paul
If one loves and. pr:~ys fer such exGod governs the human order and these ' who said, "Do not .be overcome by· evil,
principle$ will not be set aside toward but overcome evil with good" · (Rom. treme enemies he becomes .like God
the law~ · ·
·
12 :21). Instead of returning evil for (son of) who manifests ·his love toevil, the Christian should return good ward unjust men by providing. sunshine
8. He warned against a light attitude. for evil.
and rain for tl;lem. God provides generHe said that the man who loosens the
al blessings for all mankind, not be~
law, relaxelil it, tones it down, and thus
It is .hardly accurate to say that one cause they are deserving but because
disregards and breaks it and teaches it;~ not to resist evil: Jesus did. And he~ is loyil).g. One does not show any exothers to do the same, will have a. low Paul's idea is to resist evil with good. cellence of character by loving his .
rank in God's sight--the lowest rank. What Jesus meant was that we must friends-even religious outcasts do that
On the other hand, the person who ob- not resist evil with more evil, and in -but in loving· his enemies one does
serves the·se spiritual principles and resisting evil we muSit not become evil. show kinship with God.
teaches others to observe them will
2·. Jesus taught that one must strive
1. Turn the other cheek. If someone
have a h~gh r,anking.
·insults you by slapping you, turn the a:fter moral perfe~tion. Impeccability of
'
4. He said that ceremonial religion other cheek and thus expose yourself 1 character ~s and must be the prize for
·is not sufficient to salvation. Scribes ·for additional insults. This principle is which one re(I.Ches, but it is never atand Pharisees were most meticulous in often misinterpreted by being applied tained in this life. A few people have
observing the letter of the law, but in extreme cases. He does not mean if persuaded. themselves t~at they have
Jesus· said that that sort of legalistic someone is trying to murder you that attained perfection, . bu.t thea~ people
nghteousness would not gain entrance you should make it convenient for him, often· lie to themselves in other matters
into the Kingdom.
or if someone is attempting to destroy as well.
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•
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Attendance Rdport

Big spender
Lady: "Here's a nickel, my
·good man. How did you become so
destitute?"
·Beggar: "I. was like you, JllUm
..always giving vast sums to the
poor and needy."

Pate.r 's pride
One teenager to another: "My
dad wants me to have all the
things he didn't have when he was
growing up-especiallS' all A's."

Just Learning

Do you mail your
Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine

to Ci friend?
Did you know' that you may subscribe for that friend for only a few
cents more than you are now paying postage? Send the name; address with zip code, and $2.75
for one year subscription to
Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine
525 West Capitol Ave.,
Little Rock 72201 '

Husband to bride: "What
makes .this meat taste so queer?"
Newlyw~d
Nelle:
"I don't
know. I burned it a little but I
put sunburn oil on it at once."

Races
-· Daughte'r: "Jack makes me so
tired~'

Mother: "It's your own fault,
dear. You should stop running
after him."

Orient Tour That. Is .()ifferent

Fame

Seven Countries, 21 1Dayg, Depart ·
West Coast July 9th, 1970-Japan
Airlines Jet,.,:p\ttend Baptist World
Congress Tokyo. Visit Japan, Free
China, llon'gkong, !:?ingapore, Thai·
land, Philippine&-Hawaii. First
Class Hotels, All meals
ONLY $1498
Experienced Tour Leader, World
Traveller, Missionary Orient · 40
Years! Write or Call for Free Tour
Folder To:
DR. JOHN A. ABERNAtHY
1928 Hobson Avenue
Hot Springs, Ark.
Ph. 501/623·1798
Limited Space-Enroll Now.

A celebrity is someone who
works all his life to become famous enough to be recognized and
then goes around in , da·r k sunglasses . so ·no one will know w~9
he is.
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Sunday Tralnln1r Ch.
Church
.School Union Addna,
Arkadelphia, Shiloh
l8
18
Berryville
First
74
8S
Freeman Heights
74
35
Booneville, Fjrst
248
183
Ckmden
Cullendal\!
372
112
First
'
400
103
Crossett
Firat
494
148
Mt. Olive
218
105
El Dorado
Caledonia
42
28
Ebenezer
162
80
Fayetteville, First
<445
139
4
Forrest City, E'lrst
286
98
Ft. Smith, First
435
5
,1,011
Gentry, Fh"st
66
85
Greenwood, First
307
104
Harrison, Eagle Heights
·&6
2o
' Helena, Fir~t
81;
213
Hope, Fir•t.
431
187
Jacksonville
Bayou Meto
52
72
First
219
Marshall Road
164
148
2
Little Rock
Arch view
29
44
Geyer Springs
218
281
5
Magnolia, Ceu tral
643
249
4
Ma1·ked '.ft•ee. First
40'
,72
Mineral Springs, Central
95
48
M'onticello
Northside
65
98
Serond
289
97
Norfork
38
21
North Little Rock
Baring Cross
146
97
1Southside Chapel
21
1
Calvary
135
~30
~
81
49
' Highway
Sixteenth St.
29
22
Paris, First
300
65
Pine Bluff
Cen~tennia l
203
100
East Side
3
136
96
First
133
579
1
Green Meadows
54
28
Second
160
80
Springdale
Berry St.
38
56'
Elmdale
349
112
Van Buren, Ftrst
332
140
Jesse Turner Mi!!<!ion
17
Vandervoot>t, First
22
14
44
Warren, Westsidl!
77

'
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A little rye, too?
"What is college bred, Pop?')
"College bred, son," the father
orated, "is a fou·r-year loaf made YOUR MISSION . DOLLAR
from the flavor of youth and his
old man's doug-h."

MUSIC • YOUTH

·-

MINISTER
WANTED
In large evangelistic church of 2,400 happy -members to develop and lead graded choir ministry and spiritual youth program. Needed: A Team Man with a
willing'n~ss to grow spiritually; visit. City-wide ministry in booming state.
Prayerfully send resume to:

Allen
organ
MUSIC CO.

CHALLENGE .
6807 Dixon Ave.
Tampa, Fla. 33604
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In the world of religion

Missis~i~pi mi~isters

$1 000 a month needed
1
JACKSON, .Miss.-A contingent of for, war relief in
Biafra
MississiP,pi clergymen has called for ef· ,

back 1ntegrat1on

forts to make their state's public school
system a model for the nation in the
:(ace of court-ordered desegregation.
The statement was released by a
group of ministers seeking te form a
permanent Mississippi confetence of re·
ligious leaders. The committee contains
leaders of. all ma~or faiths.
"What better incentive could God
give us for racial harmony than concern for our children?" the ministers
•
said. (EP)

'Defense of God'
in newspaper · ad
NEW YORK-A small ad in the
New York Times states the theoiQgy of
an anonymous advertiser who bought
space to say:
"In :Defense of God : A 'soldier confessed on TV to s·h ooting women and
children and he said God had 'punished
him . later when he stepped on a mine.
The Christian God of love does not
strike dow.n: the wicked nor cause the
innocent to suffer. Any form of Div,ine
punishment in this World is in the
withholding of God's' help. If you desire God's help for yourself or for a
loved one, you must learn, t r ust and
obey His moral and spiritual laws.
"Think on These Things." ("EP)

Read whole Bible
in 88 hour proiect
!GLENDALE, Calif. -At midnight, New Yeal;':s Eve, the first
of a team of 80 reader$ began
reading aloud the entire Bible
here. They finished 88 hours later at 3:45 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 4 in'
a crowded broadcast theater here.
where Seventh-day Adventist radio preacher H. M. S. Richards
records his weekly "Voice of
Prophecy" program.
During the continuous reading
volunteers read in 30-minute
shifts.
"We read it as a recommendation to men and women everywhere that the good counsels of
the Bible are as useful in 1970
as they were in the past," said
Richards. (EP)

RICHMOND-As th~ war-torn Biafran section of Nigeria fell to federal
troops, H. Cornell Goerner, Southern
Baptist Foreign Mission Board secretary for Africa, announced that Bap·
tists expect to play a vital role in the
massive relief and reconstruction ·p rogram which will be necessary in the
devastated areas.
·

Baptist churches close to the battle
zone on both sides of the 'conflict have
often held services within sound of
gunfire. Groups driven from their
homes by the fighting have gathered in
new localities to hold Bible study and
worship services in temporary quarters.

"Reconciliation and re-establishment
of unity and cooperation must be
amount of money that will be called ' achieved" said Goerner, "if Nigeria is
for in the relief project which should to take ' her place of leadership once
be put underway just as soon as con- again among the · fre'e natiOJ?.S of Africa.
ditions permit," Goerner said.
It is our hope that the Nigerian Bap"Relief money sent to the Foreign tist· Convention will be a means of
Mission Board will be channeled spreading ' peace, good will and the gosthrough the Nigerian Baptist Mission pel of Christ throughout the vast nation."
(organiza~ion of Southern Baptist .missionaries ) to help insure that the hunMore than- 215 Southern Baptist misgry will be · fed and the needy clothed sionaries are under appointment for
and that the homeless will soon be able service in Nigeria, a country with a
to · sleep· under a roof," he said. .
population of more t han 61 million.
.
.
There are· about 80,000 • Baptists in Ni-~ A relief team of four missionaries of
the Nigerian Baptist Mission has been 15eria, according to statistical reports
stationed at Port Harcourt for several from ~he Baptist World Alliance.
months. They have assisted in feeding
Currently, about 150 Southern Bapthe hungry and helping to rehabilitate tist missionaries are in Nigeria; which
uprooted families.
has been granting visas to medical personnel
but not to general missionafies
Other Baptist missionaries have conducted relief operations in the Enugu for several months prior to the surrender of Biafra. Missionaries who have
and Benin City areas.
been out of Nigeri-a for more than one
Approximately $1,000 per month 'has year ·(except medical personnel) ·have
been required in both areas, and the , been denied re-entry visas. to Nigeria.
missionaries in Port Harcourt recently It is not known what the end of the
requested $5,000 per month. Goerner war will do to visa policies. (BP)
expects that needs will escalat~ as refugees wl,o had fled return to their
homes.

"It is impossible · to -estimate the

He estimates that at least $10,000
per month will be needed for the first
half of 1910 to meet the needs ,of. Baptists directly involved in relief work.
Goerner expects that other missionaries w-ill now join those already actively engaged in relief operations. No
Southern Baptist missionaries are directly irwolved at present in the distribution of food and drugs on the Biafran side of the 'battle line.
Until shortly before the capture of
the Ulf airstrip, Missionary J. Bryant
Durham, working in cooperation with
other church-connected agencies, was
assisting with the distribution of food
and medicine not far from the airstrip.
When it appeared that this source of
supply would be cut off, Durham flew
out with -other relief workers. He is expected to be reunited shortlt with his
family in Rome, Ga.

